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§1: Report Introduction 
 

According to the World Health Organization, work accounts for one third of the adult life of                

most of us. Nonetheless, we are starting to see a shift in certain western countries where, unlike                 

the United States and most developed Asian countries, ensuring that individuals have a healthy              

work-life balance has become a major concern. This comes as a response to the burnout crisis                

we are facing that has proven extremely costly to firms (Kraft, 2018). Unsurprisingly, the idea               

of a “career” could be challenged on grounds that it aggravates this situation, or defended               

arguing that it fosters individual growth. Regardless, this question is nowadays of high             

relevancy and will be discussed in this report. 

 

This report discusses the abolishment, revision or retainment of a career. However, the papers              

constituting this report, operate on different notions of career. Where some papers adopt a very               

clear definition, for instance the one described in Cambridge Dictionary, others add new             

interpretations of career. These interpretations vary from the distinction between an employees’            

subjective career and career strategy, to the relation of career and disciplinary power. These              

different notions will be further discussed in the papers, resulting in a clearer distinction              

between them.  

 

In the first two essay’s, the negative effects of a career are described. In the first one, the focus                   

is on explaining the effects on one’s mental health regarding pursuing a career, as working               

more hours and higher wage does increase happiness only negligibly from past a certain              

threshold of wealth. The second essay is also written in favour of abolishing the idea of a                 

career, taking mental wellbeing into account. Yet, the focus lies more on finding a middle              

ground, in which the personal choices of the employee are respected, but at the same time one’s                 

mental wellbeing is seen as the most important part. Like the second essay, the third essay                

explains that organizations should find a middle ground and not necessarily abolish the idea of               



career, but instead should respect and utilize its positive characteristics and outcomes. Finally,             

in the last essay the idea is argued that organizations should retain the idea of a career if and                   

only if their goals and means used by the organization to achieve them, are morally acceptable                

for the employee. An employee should not be forced to achieve, what the employee believes to                

be, immoral goals.  

 

In this report, the highly debated concept of a ‘career’ and its effect on the motivations and                 

beliefs of an employee are connected to different types of power. For one, a career is thought of                  

as a type of disciplinary power, linking it to the positive externalities such as efficiency and                

motivated employees. In line with this argument, career is linked to a Foucauldian type of               

self-discipline, enabling organizations to utilize the regulatory power of a career to motivate             

and move employees towards more cooperative (i.e. efficient) workplace behaviour. 

On the other hand, the link between career and power over employees is explained as negative.                

Opposing the positive externalities of using the notion of a career, employees are negatively              

influenced by this type of power due to the fact that they are manipulated into accepting and                 

normalizing an increase in working hours. The positive effects of this increase for the              

organization at play, is nullified by the negative effects of a career with regard to the well-being                 

of the employee. 

 
 

 



§2 Career, a harmful tool 
 

Introduction & Thesis 

By abolishing the notion of a “career”, we would be able to provide a more ethical and efficient                  

work environment. This term will be understood through the paper as defined by Cambridge              

dictionary “the job or series of jobs that you do during your working life, especially if you                 

continue to get better jobs and earn more money.” 

I will start by explaining the faults I find in the idea of a “career”. To achieve this I will first                     

show why working more, and gaining a higher wage, might not increase satisfaction in most               

individuals. I will then proceed to explain the dimensions of power, according to Luke, that are                

at play and rely on Foucault to analyze how the workers are controlled and shaped by this                 

concept. Lastly, I will explain how I plan to undertake the daunting task of abolishing it. 

 

Exposition 

The main fault found with the idea of a “career” is that, in its pursuit, individuals sacrifice more                  

leisure for longer work hours and higher wages. It could be argued that more work hours would                 

lead to a higher productivity beneficial to the whole population. However, due to our cognitive               

bias, our decisions are often against our best interests, explaining why we are facing an               

extremely costly burnout crisis (Kraft, 2018). 

Much research has been conducted on the topic of how higher consumption, at the expense of                

leisure, correlates with our utility. The results show that we tend to get accustomed to a higher                 

standard of life, thus increasing only negligibly our happiness from becoming richer past a              

certain threshold of wealth. The relevant academic literature will be presented in the next              

section. 

To sum it up, many of us tend to be misled, by ourselves and our environment, in thinking that                   

a higher income will equate with a happier life. Due to the aforementioned explanation, I               



believe that the idea of a “career”, due to the addictive nature of wage increases, might                

deceptively pull workers in this cycle of never-ending dissatisfaction. 

  

I have used above the term “misled by our environment”, which brings me to my second point,                 

i.e. that our workplace, in particular through the idea of a "career", pushes us to work more. We                  

can see different levels of power at play in this idea that helps achieve this goal. Though not                  

intrinsically bad, a problem arises since many individuals, as mentioned above, would be better              

off trading some consumption for more leisure. It seems unethical for firms to thrust their               

workers in a direction opposed to their best interest. As laid forth in the introduction, we will                 

analyze these powers through Lukes' three dimensions of power and Foucault’s notion of             

power. 

  

It is undeniable that higher levels of productivity have allowed us to live lifestyles that were                

unimaginable but a century ago. However burnout and turnover are on the rise and highly               

expensive to firms (Kraft, 2018). A cultural shift toward leisure rather than consumption and              

less hierarchical organizations, aided by the appropriate regulation could lead to a more             

desirable and productive workplace. 

  

Argument 

I will start by providing the necessary academic literature to back up the case I made against                 

our decision-making capabilities when it comes to work hours. I mentioned in the last section               

that wages are highly addictive. This terminology has been used in the research of Becker and                

Murphy (1988). The reason is that we are much more sensitive to changes than to an absolute                 

level when it comes to our consumption, as we may, after the initial change and gain in utility,                  

become used to the new level of consumption. This process is known as preference drift. As we                 

set our new increased income as the new reference level, we reduce the benefit of the increase                 



in consumption. Similar results have been found by Schor (1997). He found, which contradicts              

standard economic theory, that individuals will tend to get more of what they already have, i.e.                

more work hours and money, rather than what they want. One of the outcomes of his research                 

is, here too, that the positive satisfaction from the increase quickly disappears. Goods that once               

were seen as luxurious and increased the welfare of the individual are now seen as mundane,                

while losing them causes pain. This results in a positive bias for spending. We want ever more                 

luxurious goods without giving-up what we now see as granted. This is the phenomenon that I                

referred to in the exposition as a cycle of never-ending dissatisfaction. 

Schor (1997) has illustrated more concretely his results. A survey from 1979 on employees'              

leisure and work hours in the United States showed that only 5 percent of them wanted to trade                  

their current income for more leisure, while 85 percent of them would have wanted to trade                

future salary increases for more leisure. However, a decade after, almost no employee obtained              

what they had stated. They had more income, and often longer hours, and nonetheless              

expressed satisfaction with their current hours. 

To correct this cognitive bias government intervention has already been argued for. Kenny             

(1999) envisaged as a possibility forcing individuals to take holidays, to counter the fact that               

otherwise they would keep struggling for a relatively higher consumption at the expense of              

leisure and happiness. 

 

Now that a compelling case has been made against our decision-making capabilities in regard              

to work-life balance, I will address how the concept of a "career" worsens this cognitive bias.                

Anderson (2015) compares firms to communists dictatorships, and refers to them as private             

governments, since the majority of employees are excluded from the workplace politics, hence             

the word private. The comparison might seem far stretched, but an important point stands,              

western countries vaunt their liberal values, yet most individuals end up in working             

environments where individual freedom is severely impaired.  



From here we can start by applying Lukes' three dimensions of power in order to analyze how                 

much influence the concept of a "career" has on us. The one-dimensional power exerted by a                

firm is self-evident, as explained by Anderson (2015), specifically in the pursuit of a career:               

individuals could be required to perform more than a well-done job, like working extra-hours or               

undertaking additional tasks while being unfairly compensated. The two-dimensional power is           

also related to the idea of private government. As the word "private" entails, employees are not                

to decide what is on the agenda, and expressing dissent against the current status quo could put                 

them in a precarious position. The idea of a “career” is an additional tool that increases the                 

two-dimensional power that employers could use to dissuade employees from bringing up            

sensitive topics. Finally, concerning the three-dimensional power, it has been long taken for             

granted that one of the main means to evaluate a successful life was having advanced much in                 

one's own career. People internalized that one’s worth and social status was mostly to be               

derived from a high station in one's career. In conclusion, the idea of a "career" increases the                 

one and two-dimensional power that employers detain on their workers, and this notion has in               

itself three-dimensional power, as our preferences have been shaped to long for a successful              

career.  

Three important concepts of Foucault can also be observed in the idea of a "career", namely                

surveillance, normalizing and examination. In order to progress in one's career, the performance             

and, in some cases, aspects of the private life of the individual are noted. After this scrutiny,                 

this data is compared to different norms, of how one should perform, behave, what views would                

they be expected to hold. Finally this process of examination will lead to a decision regarding                

the career of the individual. We can see how through this notion, the employer tries to exert                 

control and shape the worker. 

  

Undeniably some people might find ethical reasons insufficient and consider that pushing            

individuals to work more provides a better outcome for society as a whole. However, as               



explained by Kraft (2018) in her article, burnout and turnover are very costly to business and                

individuals. To abolish the idea of a "career", first and foremost a cultural shift needs to take                 

place. Countries like the United States or Japan have a strong work culture, where individuals               

are expected for example to take few or no holidays. At the same time southern European                

countries accept higher level of power distance than their northern counterpart. Legislation is             

required to prevent firms to pressure their workers, but if a shift towards better work-life               

balance and a more horizontal structure does not take place social pressures will prevent to               

move toward the abolition of careers. 

 

Conclusion 

To conclude, the idea of a "career' is harmful for many workers. Trading leisure for high work                 

hours and higher wages often affects happiness negatively. Even more alarming is that fact that               

it exerts a degree of power and control over employees that pushes them in this very direction,                 

opposed to the interest of most of them. Providing a work environment where careers do not                

exist would be more ethical and avoid the high costs in psychological and financial capital               

related to burnout and turnover. 
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§3 Organizations should not be permitted to force employees to 
pursue a career 

 
Introduction & Thesis 

In this essay, I will answer the question ‘Should organizations abolish the idea of a 'career'?’ by                 

arguing that organizations should not be permitted to force employees to pursue a career. I will                

describe the modern western view of society regarding pursuing a career. Further, I will explain               

Foucault’s outlook regarding power, after which I will object to this viewpoint It is a modern                

age problem to find an equilibrium between mental health and status and money, because of a                

career. I will describe the significance of mental health to our wellbeing and explain how               

pursuing a career, in many cases, does not lead to overall happiness. 

I will start with describing the notion of a career (in organizations), after which I will describe                  

the pros and cons of a career. Further, an explanation will follow about why so many                

well-educated individuals organize their lives to chase a career; while the benefits of having              

one are overestimated and the health disadvantages are without a doubt underestimated. I will              

give arguments against societal viewpoint on the importance of a career and make clear why               

pursuing a career might not be in our best interest. Finally, I will present a possible objection to                  

my arguments, which I will respond to afterwards. I will close the essay by concluding the most                 

important arguments and where it leaves the debate. 

Exposition 

In this section, I will describe the notion of career, as used in this essay and explain why society                   

and organizations highly encourage the pursuit of a career (in our western society). 

A career is generally described as the progress and actions taken by a person throughout a                

lifetime, especially those related to that person's occupations. However, I would like to explain              

a career in a broader way, like valuable decisions a person makes in his life. So when we view                   

the notion of a career in this a broader way, it can be construed as the sum total of decisions                    



that direct your social, educational, economic, political, and even spiritual endeavors (Phifer,            

2003). In this essay, I will especially refer to a more detailed concept of career, namely ‘career                 

success’, related to work. Career success is dependent on the individual but usually comes              

when an individual achieves inner satisfaction through the realization of personal values. In our              

western society, career success is often measured by financial and material accumulation. With             

this, recognition and status come as a by-product. In this essay I will not go into a more                  

non-western viewpoint of career, which implies helping others or making a contribution to             

society.  

Nowadays, more employees are in jobs where a higher level of preparation is needed. Most               

employers are required to have an average to above-average education (Dimock, 2016).            

Further, the types of skills that are demanded are changing. While the demand for physical               

skills has only increased slightly, the employment in professions needing higher levels of social              

or analytical skills increased significantly in the last four decades (Dimock, 2016). 

The paradigm regarding our work environment and the additional skills needed for the             

occupation, have shifted significantly in the past century. Although this has led to more wealth               

for the majority of people, this doesn’t necessarily contribute to the mental health among              

employees. 

Foucault explains power as the ability of a group or individual to deliberately cause something               

else to happen, or to influence a particular cause or event (Foucualt, 2012). In case of an                 

employer or organization influencing an employee to make career decisions, we are mainly             

talking about one-dimensional power, in which the employee follows instructions from his            

employer or another employee in the organization, who has been placed higher in the hierarchy.               

Further, the concept of Republican Freedom arises, in which the employee is never really free,               

because the employee is subject to arbitrary exercise of power of the employer or organization.               

The employee, assuming that he works a fulltime job, spends around forty hours a week in an                 

environment in which the exercising power of the employer or organization is present.             



Unconsciously, this power has a lot of influence over not only daily choices, but long-term               

choices that the employee makes. Because of this power, the organization can influence the              

employee to do something that he intrinsically doesn’t want to do or to become.  

As a fulltime employee, you need something to do and ideally something to look forward to                

every day that you wake up. Your identity is to a great extent shaped by how you organize your                   

daily life. I have explained that we as citizens of a modern western society, spend the majority                 

of our time hours during the week doing something we consider a career. The moment a student                 

enters university and the first day of work for an employee, he is already not only encouraged,                 

but influenced by the progressive agenda of both universities and the organizations to pursue a               

career. Yet now in the twenty-first century, studies keep showing the same results when it               

comes to burn-outs and depression, as most cases of mental health issues are related to work                

(Harter, 2010). 

Argument 

Research shows that millennials, those aged 18 to 35, search for jobs that not offer a big                 

paycheck, but a job that offers a strong sense of meaning, (Vesty, 2016). Moreover, they need                

to find something that they enjoy doing and doesn’t affect their wellbeing in a negative way.                

The results show that the feeling for purpose or meaning deepens as employees go further along                

in their career. This is due to the fact that that millennials haven’t had enough work experience                 

to figure out what aspects of their job they find most energizing.  

Many employees pursue a career apart from the money because of validation from both society               

and the people around them. The employer, or the human resource employee designated by the               

employer, should not neglect the importance of wellbeing of the employee. In an ideal situation               

there is a mutually beneficial relationship between employers and employees. This is also in the               

interest of the employer, because if the employer helps his employees to find purpose at work,                

then the organization will benefit from having more productive and efficient employees (York,             

2018). As an organization it is of utmost importance to get to know the employees values,                



interests, and aspirations. A genuine interest in the interests and happenings in the personal              

lives of an employee, will make a hugely positive impact on their concern about the company.                

If employees will feel better understood, it will make them more productive at the office. 

As a person climbs the hierarchy of competence, the demand for intelligence and responsibility              

increases (York, 2018). If a person wants to maximize his chances for both success and               

wellbeing, he will have to find a level of occupation in which he would have intelligence that                 

would put him in the highest achievable position regarding his competence, taking the             

maintenance of wellbeing into account. If this is not the case, it will be likely that the position                  

you are in will cause a lot of stress and eventually leading to mental health issues.  

Of course there are employees who want to pursue a career, knowing that that is their dream                 

and for their own good. Those employees feel much more engaged in an organization if they                

are supported in pursuing their dream. As a result, they will be far more likely to be motivated                  

and productive for the organization, on a consistent basis, causing their organizational value to              

increase. Because of this, it is important for both organization and employee to get a clear                

picture on what is expected of each other, so that the employee will be able to thrive and be                   

satisfied in working for that organization.  

Objection 

A possible objection might be that by encouraging the employee to pursue a career, he could 

get inspired along the way. The employee could eventually dream of pursuing a career in the 

organization, despite the fact that he did not want this in the first instance.  

Reply 

I agree with the fact that this is a possibility that should be taken into account. Yet, as I have                    

described earlier, many organizations have unspoken expectations of a well-educated          

employee. Unconsciously, employees often feel emotions of stress and anxiety, when they            

cannot handle organizational expectations regarding their job (Harter, 2010). Therefore, it           



would be important to come to certain agreements with the employee regarding a career, in               

which the organizational functions as an advisor or coach concerning their career. In this case,               

the organization helps an employee to identify strengths, weaknesses, interests, and values. This             

could be achieved by effective communication, maintaining a strong relationship and ongoing            

encouragement, in a non-pressured way. The organization can help employees develop realistic            

career goals based on organizational needs and their individual development plans. So, having             

the desire as a organization for an employee to pursue a career in a certain area is not harmful in                    

itself, but the process should be established in way that the employee himself makes the choice                

and not the organization.  

Conclusion 

In this essay, I have explained that organizations should not force employees to pursue a career,                

by explaining the impact it has on the wellbeing of employees. However, it is possible for an                 

employee to pursue a career, if the choice is made by himself, without pressure from the                

organization. During this process, the employer or designated human resource employee           

should set up and guide an individual development plan and discuss the interests and goals of                

the employee, while taking his mental health and intellectual capacity into account. In this              

essay, I left out the aspect of societal pressure, because I solely wanted to focus on the                 

organizational pressure. The arguments would be stronger and more convincing in my opinion             

if I would only go into detail about organizational pressure. 
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§4 “I decide how we evaluate my career” 
 

 
Introduced as a vague and daunting concept during the early years in high school, developing               

into a major part of your professional life and ending as a vast source for late-night debates                 

after completion; one’s career is an ever-taking concept. 

In fact, the individual itself is not the only one suffering or benefitting from the chronicles                

and developments within your career, the employing organization is affected extensively by            

the careers of its employees as well. 

In this assignment I will commence by illustrating the concept of career by explaining its two                

major dimensions; an employees’ subjective career and career strategy. Subsequently, I will            

display the most evident and relevant pros and cons of a career, with respect to the employee                 

and the employing organization. Afterwards, I will provide arguments for the conclusive            

remark of this assignment: 

The employee ought to be the party that benefits the most from the resources, developments               

and outcomes of its career, and should have the power to co-decide what may and what                

aspects of its career may not be evaluated by the organization. 

 
 
The career of an individual can be described as the series of choices and negotiation of                

constraints made by such individual, between various opportunities presented to them           

(Evetts, 1992). This idea of focusing on the personal goals and attitudes towards his or her                

own professional life has gained a great deal of academic attention in the last years. So, we                 

wonder, what does the concept of a career precisely consist of? 

 
 
According to Evetts (1992), analyzing the concept of an individual’s career ultimately leads to              

two components: the subjective career and career strategies. These concepts combine the            



interactionist view of humans as constructors of their own social world, and the interactionist              

view of the source and nature of power concerned with strategic choices by the employee or                

the organization. Power, as discussed here, not in a juridical sense as in prohibitions and               

top-down regulations, but as in the productive kind of power: power over life (Cawston, 2019) 

 
 
The first dimension of a career as described by Evetts (1992), is the subjective career. This                

dimension can be described as the evolving and alternating perspective in which the             

individual sees his or her life as a whole and subsequently interprets all aspects, actions and                

developments of it (Hughes, 1958). This also means that the concept of a career is not solely                 

confined to the paid work of an individual, but is also connected with one’s social life. Given                 

the dissimilarity of the social lives of employees, this also means that even if they experience                

the same factors within the organization, different external informal situations (e.g. with            

family or friends) may lead to different goals and career choices between employees. 

The second dimension of a career stated by Evetts (1992), is the career strategy. According to                

her, strategy is the dimension to clarify how individuals are going to negotiate and manage               

external constraints, for instance from the employer or from more informal relations. For an              

employee, the construction of strategies is beneficial for reacting to external factors and to              

bolster itself for possible negative developments. In conclusion, this positively affects the            

employees’ professional position with regard to colleagues and superiors, and might ignite a             

subsequent increase in power. 

Both the subjective career and career strategy are dimensions of the idea of a career from an                 

employee within an organization. The former focused on the intrinsic view of the individual              

towards his or her career, the latter focused on the effect of external constraints influencing               

the employees’ position in the firm and thus, in time, its career. 

 



Drawing on the two dimensions of the concept of an individual’s career, I will now illustrate                

why I argue that organizations should not abolish the idea of a career, but instead should                

respect and utilize its positive characteristics and outcomes. However, I will do this by              

arguing a different approach on this matter, i.e. an approach focused on an increase in the                

two-dimensional power of the employee. 

In his 1994 paper on the concept of career “as a project of the self and labor process                  

discipline”, Grey focuses on its organizing and regulative features. These two dimensions of             

a career provide an organization with many possibilities to benefit from the extent to which               

an employee is willing to protect and develop its career. Drawing from a study conducted in a                 

large accountancy firm, he formulates various positive points of using the concept of career              

as a regulative principle. In my opinion the Foucauldian self-discipline most commonly            

attributed to career enthusiasts, is a trait that organizations should utilize. The enthusiasm             

deducted from the prospect of a sound and flourishing career will to a great extent motivate                

the employee, even if confronted with months of mundane and repetitive tasks on the job. I                

think that the organization ought to utilize this, by respecting its regulatory power over the               

employee and by compensating the employee for evaluating, disciplining and motivating           

itself rather than by an HRM department. By custom, that disciplinary power over an              

employee to comply with such repetitive and mundane tasks while becoming more skilled in              

it day by day, is provided by institutions such as the organization’s recruitment and HRM               

department. However, for career enthusiasts this disciplinary power is less influential, given            

that they are less resistant to it (some may even be thankful for the guidance) and because                 

such employees are to a certain extent intrinsically motivated to perform well, in order to               

positively affect their careers. 

 

   



On the contrary, I argue that the organizing principle of the concept of career is a                

predominantly negative aspect for employees and its employing organizations. The          

organizing principle of the concept of career starts in the early stages of an employee’s               

career, but according to Grey (1994) becomes more evident in the top. Study friends start as                

contacts but subtly are deemed ‘resources’ for the employer, and even partner-selection            

incorporates the assessment of the professional value attributed to your spouse. 

In my opinion, the negative connotations of this organizational behavior should be mitigated             

by an increase in the two-dimensional power of the employee. This form of power is most                

evident in the political world and can be experienced if, for instance, a group of citizens reach                 

the minimum number of signatures to propose a discussion about something they feel is not               

debated well/sufficient enough by politicians. This form of agenda-setting is a common            

example of the two-dimensional power of subordinates. Circling back to the discussion on             

organizations and career-enthusiast employees, this agenda-setting should be incorporated in          

all recruitment and rating-techniques. If the employee can set boundaries to the parameters             

that he or she will be assessed on, they are able to use the increase in two-dimensional power                  

to safeguard their social and private life from the organization employing them. 

 
 
In conclusion, the concept of a career is a workplace transcending concept, composed of              

subjective aspects and relational aspects. One’s career is to a major extent intertwined with its               

employing organization, however, that does not imply that the organization can evaluate the             

complete spectrum of your career. Employees and employers ought to discuss boundaries            

within the recruitment and rating-techniques applicable to that employee, resulting in a more             

evenly balanced power distribution between you and your superior. 
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§5 The moral employee 
 

 “Justice must always question itself, just as society can exist only by means of the work it does 
on itself and on its institutions.”  

― Michel Foucault 
Introduction 

In this essay, I will argue that organizations should not abolish the idea of a career. First, I will                   

draw an outline of the idea of power from Michel Foucault. Next, I will show that career is a                   

form of disciplinary power. Then I will argue that the use of career as a disciplinary power is                  

not morally reprehensible if the organization's’ goals and the means to achieve them are not               

morally reprehensible. I will conclude that organizations should support the idea of a career if               

and only if their goals, and means used by the organization to achieve them, are morally                

acceptable for the employee. 

The perfect powerful body 

Michel Foucault was a French philosopher who was interested in the idea of power. In his work                 

‘Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison’ he gives us an extensive explanation about the                

concept of power. In the book Michel Foucault: Key Concepts (2011), Marcello Hoffman             

provides us with a clear explanation on the different notions of power Foucault uses. Primarily I                

will focus on his notion of disciplinary power.  

To understand disciplinary power, it is first important to know that according to Foucault,              

power is everywhere. Power is in every social interaction. 

“Power is not exercised by one particular conscious individual, or by the state (…), but               

rather by all of us all the time. Any time you tell a woman that she looks nice in a skirt                     

or tell a man that he looks too girly, you are contributing to the social norm of gendered                  

dressing and in some way transmitting power, even if you have no intention or even               

awareness of doing so (…). Power occurs whenever people interact.”  

(Parvin and Chambers, 2012).  



Since power is everywhere and in every interaction, power suddenly becomes not only a              

resource of the state or institution, but rather something every individual possesses.  

(…) The individual first and foremost amounts to a construction of disciplinary power. The               

individual was in his view an effect of this form of power rather than the raw material                 

upon which it impinges. Foucault wrote, “Discipline ‘makes’ individuals; it is the            

specific technique of a power that regards individuals both as objects and as             

instruments of its exercise”’ (Hoffman, 2013) 

Now we have seen that (disciplinary) power is everywhere and that it not only targets, but                

makes the individual. Or rather: bodies.  

Disciplinary power is able to ‘constitute bodies as bearers of a highly particular relationship              

between utility and docility.’ (Hoffman, 2013). By increasing individuality, (meaning that your            

own development, independently from a group or society, is important) individuals will become             

more useful. Their utility rises as they become more efficient. With this rise of individuality               

and utility, the rise of docility is also import. As your skills and capacities increase, you become                 

a danger to society, or relevant for this essay: the organization, if you are not obedient. Foucault                 

describes 4 aspects that create and/or support individuality: Cellular: the separation of            

individuals (prison cells, walls, spaces encoded with functions), Organic: control of bodily            

activities (timetable, posture, movement of the body), Genetic: progress towards an end and             

Combinatory: bodies can be connected for greater utility. 

Once this individuality has been established to achieve perfect utility and docility, an important              

question arises: how do we maintain this disciplinary power? 

Foucault gives us two answers: hierarchical observation (for instance managers in the            

workplace) and normalizing judgement: ‘(…) the norm as a standard of behavior that allows for               

the measurement of forms of behavior as “normal” or “abnormal”’. (Hoffman, 2013). 



To summarize: disciplinary power targets bodies to achieve the ultimate goal of a perfect              

relation between utility and docility. This perfect relation is maintained by the use of a               

hierarchical observation system and the normalization of judgement. 

Career as a powerful vehicle 

I will now show that the idea of a career is an ultimate form of disciplinary power. For this                   

explanation I will refer to the paper ‘Career as a project of the self and labour process                 

discipline’ written by Christopher Grey (1994). In this paper, Grey is mostly concerned with              

how disciplinary power is transformed into a ‘self-disciplined project of self-management           

through career (…) Career offers a vehicle for the self to become’ (Grey, 1994).  

Grey writes his paper based on a study of a large accounting firm. The workings within this                 

firm show us the mechanisms of disciplinary power that Foucault describes. I will present each               

aspect of disciplinary power in the workplace.  

The cellular aspect: ‘The accounting practice is a pyramid, then, in that for every partner, there                

are around ten trainees, five qualified accountants and perhaps three managers’ (Grey, 1994).             

The organic aspect: ‘In the course of training, as well as acquiring technical skills, employees               

will be expected to develop a professional manner. This includes matters of haircuts, beards and               

dress, with trainees being criticized for scruffiness and, even, for having overly garish ties’ and:               

‘I’ve know people to be told that your attitude’s too laid back, you’ve got to be seen to be busy,                    

you know, running about (…)’ (Grey, 1994). The genetic aspect: a first year trainee: ‘I’m not                

saying it is always interesting but I always know that I’m doing it for myself, in the end,                  

because it’s getting me a qualification I can do anything with. (…) I think ‘this is getting me to                   

where I want to be’’. (Grey, 1994). 

These examples have shown the creation of disciplinary power within the workplace,            

specifically this accounting firm. The maintenance of this disciplinary power is ensured by the              

two last mechanisms Foucault describes: 



There is a hierarchical structure as described in the cellular example: ‘for every partner, there               

are around ten trainees, five qualified accountants and perhaps three managers’. The            

hierarchical observation is paired with a hierarchical network of surveillance: ‘There is a             

detailed procedure for formal assessment via appraisals which follow the completion of each             

audit job’ (Grey, 1994). Secondly, the normalization of judgement: ‘Trainees are expected to             

display enthusiasm and commitment at all times. (…) enthusiastic and committed manner is             

adopted by trainees in order to satisfy what appear to be the whims of their managers (Grey,                 

1994). This display of enthusiasm of the employees is not just an act; it becomes a                

self-disciplined form of behaviour: it becomes internalized. By adopting the idea of a career,              

these individuals will internalize the norms that are given to them, following the steps described               

above. They will work as hard as they can to climb the ladder of their career. Career also                  

ensures docility: ‘the employee’s voice is silent. The reason for this silence, when given the               

possibility of speaking is: “It wouldn’t be very good for your career”’ (Grey, 1994). Employees               

have now become individualized bodies with the perfect relation between utility and docility. 

A higher goal 

To accept this use of disciplinary power and the idea of a career to maximize utility and                 

docility, we first need to establish that by endorsing the idea of a career, productivity is indeed                 

increased and goals are more efficiently and quicker achieved than without the idea of a career.                

As displayed in the exposition above, this is exactly what has been proven. The use of                

disciplinary power is, among other things, aimed at the increase of skills and capacities. If it is                 

the case that to achieve a certain goal, skills and capacities are needed, then increasing skills                

and capacities contribute to a higher success rate on achieving those goals. By endorsing the               

idea of a career, which as I showed before, is just another way of saying: by endorsing                 

disciplinary power, people will work harder, more efficiently and more effective. This means             

goals will be achieved more efficiently and more effective.  



Secondly, to justify this maximization of productivity through the idea of a career, we need to                

establish that the company the employee is working for, is working towards a goal (s)he can                

morally justify. Their genetic individuality needs to be justified. In this example the employee              

takes on a utilitarian perspective : maximize happiness and minimize suffering. To substantiate            1

this argument, the employee compares the goals of two organizations: Greenpeace and Primark             

with the following reasoning: 

The goal of Greenpeace, which I retrieved from their website, is: “Greenpeace uses non-violent              

creative action to pave the way towards a greener, more peaceful world, and to confront the                

systems that threaten our environment.” This goal, and the means to achieve this goal, are               

morally justifiable by using the utilitarian perspective: Greenpeace claims to use a non-violent             

(minimize suffering) way of action to achieve a more peaceful world (maximize happiness). 

The goal of Primark is to provide people with cheap clothing and maximizing profit. The               

means to this goal are not justifiable: outsource the manufacturing of clothes to people who               

work for very low wages ($31,70 a month). From a utilitarian perspective, you could argue that                

you maximize people’s happiness by providing them with cheap clothes, however, the            

maximization of this happiness is not defensible against the amount of suffering from the              

people in Bangladesh. The employee could think: buying a t-shirt that costs 5 dollars instead of                

10 dollars, could never justify the 3,5 million people who are working 14-16 hours a day for 7                  

days a week. The amount of happiness produced by buying cheap clothes, don’t even come               

close to the amount of suffering those people endure.  2

The employee has come to the conclusion that (s)he cannot justify the means used by Primark                

and therefore Primark should abolish the idea of a career in the case of this employee.                

Greenpeace however, would in this example be allowed to implement a career.  

1 Other ethical theories can be applied to this case. My goal here is not to morally justify the goals of these organizations. Rather, my                                                 
argument is that the organization's’ goals and means have to be morally evaluated by the employee in some way/ theory.  
2 https://waronwant.org/sweatshops-bangladesh 



The problem of relativity 

A problem with this argument is that morality becomes relative. An employee could always              

find a way to justify why they are working for an organizations with goals or means they                 

wouldn’t normally agree with: ‘I’ve got mouths to feed; it is not in my power to change the                  

organization, why should I care’?  

Admittedly, this lack of idealism is a problem in society. However, this is not what this                

argument is trying to tackle. This argument emphasizes the importance of the moral evaluation              

by the employee and that an employee can’t be forced or manipulated into working towards a                

morally reprehensible goal through the power mechanisms of a career.  

Conclusion 

In this essay I have explained Foucault’s concept of disciplinary power. I argued that career is a                 

form of disciplinary power and concluded that it is not morally wrong to use this form of power                  

if and only if the organizations’ goals and means to achieve these goals are morally acceptable                

by the employee. If the goals and means of an organization are morally acceptable by the                

employee, then achieving these goals more efficiently and more effectively is also morally             

acceptable. I challenged my argument by pointing out that a consequence could be that morality               

becomes relative. I replied by explaining that the emphasis should be on the moral evaluation               

by the employee. Employees should not be forced to efficiently reach immoral goals.  
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§6: Report Conclusion 

 

In these four essays, different perspectives are described regarding pursuing a career. The first              

essay described the harmful elements of careers, especially focussing on how trading leisure for              

more work hours affects happiness negatively and how careers lead to stress and burnouts,              

which lead to higher societal costs regarding mental health problems. In the second essay the               

same career pursuing problems regarding mental wellbeing are explained, yet it leaves room for              

employees to pursue a career without organizational pressure. The significance of individual            

guidance of the employee in career choices is of paramount importance here. Like the second               

essay, the third essay leaves room for discussion and is in search for the middle ground, in                 

which the main point is that one’s career is to a major extent intertwined with its employing                 

organization, but that this does not imply that the organization can evaluate the complete              

spectrum of your career. a more evenly balanced power distribution between the employee and              

the employer should be aimed for, by discussing boundaries within the recruitment procedures             

and job evaluation conversation. The last essay discusses that it is not morally wrong to               

encourage employees to pursue a career, if the organization's goals and means achieve these              

goals in a morally acceptable way, and with respect to the employees wishes and expectations.  

 

After comparing and combining the different viewpoints represented in this report on the idea              

of a career, it must be mentioned that there are several limitations to the four papers. The report                  

and its arguments, in its core, are based upon the background, social environment and the               

ideology of its authors. Subsequently, the report does not present a discussion on the full range                

of feasible opinion towards the theme of a ‘career’, but rather focuses on presenting, comparing               

and discussing the opinion of all four authors regarding this highly debatable subject. 

 



In this report, these essays have addressed many issues regarding the retainment of a career.               

This does however not mean that all issues regarding career have been discussed. More              

research should be conducted on the possible consequences of the pursuit of a career. For               

instance, career might work out differently depending on a countries’ culture. Some cultures             

put more pressure on the pursuit of a career than others and could thereby increase the                

workload and consequently increase the number of burnouts. On the contrary, some already             

have a loose conception of career which leaves more room for personal growth. 

 

Though relevant ethical considerations like individual satisfaction, well-being and freedom of           

the individual were briefly touched upon in these essays, a more in-depth exposition of these               

considerations may provide interesting avenues for additional papers on this subject.  

 
 
  


